The V(D)J recombinase efficiently cleaves and transposes signal joints.
V(D)J recombination generates two types of products: coding joints, which constitute the rearranged variable regions of antigen receptor genes, and signal joints, which often form on immunologically irrelevant, excised circular molecules that are lost during cell division. It has been widely believed that signal joints simply convert reactive broken DNA ends into safe, inert products. Yet two curious in vivo observations made us question this assumption: signal ends are far more abundant than coding ends, and signal joints form only after RAG expression is downregulated. In fact, we find that signal joints are not at all inert; they are cleaved quite efficiently in vivo and in vitro by a nick-nick mechanism and form an excellent substrate for RAG-mediated transposition in vitro, possibly explaining how genomic stability in lymphocytes may be compromised.